Infrared spectra of HC[triple bond]C-MH and M-eta2-(C2H2) from reactions of laser-ablated group- 4 transition-metal atoms with acetylene.
Reactions of laser-ablated group 4 transition-metal atoms with acetylene have been carried out. The ethynyl metal hydrides (HC[triple bond]C-MH) and corresponding pi complexes (M-eta(2)-(C2H2)) are identified in the matrix infrared spectra. The observed M-H and C-M stretching absorptions show that oxidative C-H insertion readily occurs during codeposition and photolysis afterward. The absorptions from the pi complex, on the other hand, are relatively weak in the original deposition spectrum but increase dramatically in the process of annealing. The vinylidene complex, another plausible product, is not identified in this study. The observed spectra and DFT calculations both show that the back-donations from the group 4 metals to the antibonding pi* orbital of C2H2 are extensive such that the group 4 metals form unusually strong pi complexes. Thus, it is the formation of two Ti-C bonds in the group 4 systems than leads to the stronger bonding than that in the group 8 systems. While bonds form, the Ti atom is weakly bound to C2H2, and we still refer to it as a pi complex. Evidence of relativistic effects is also observed in frequency trends for the Ti, Zr, and Hf products.